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daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 10/10/2006 :  12:03:08  

....or in this case it is. Tom and Mark talked on another thread about where Dusty had lived after coming back from Amsterdam. I thought this c
be a thread where we could talk about, and post pictures of, the places where she did live. 

When Dusty came back from Amsterdam, she first lived with Pat for about 3 months. She then moved into a flat not far from Pat in Fox Lane,
Palmers Green. From there she moved to 'Wellbank' in Taplow, a house that she bought rather than rented. After that it was on to Frogsmill at
Hurley, the only one I have a picture of.

Carole x

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 11/10/2006 :  07:47:43  

I'm not that well up on North London knowledge but I presume that, re Tom saying that Dusty lived in Southgate, this is close enough to be the
same flat that Pat told me of in Palmers Green. 

http://www.streetmap.co.uk/newmap.srf?
x=530707&y=193430&z=1&sv=fox+lane&st=6&tl=Fox+Lane,+London,+N_13&searchp=newsearch.srf&mapp=newmap.srf

Carole x

Tom Lovett
Little by little

United Kingdom
944 Posts

Posted - 11/10/2006 :  17:58:58  

Hi Carole

Yes it is the same flat Pat talked about.

Norf Londoner Tom

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 12/10/2006 :  19:14:10  

I know these are already on another thread....but the more the merrier! 113 Baker Street, then onto 38 Aubrey
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United Kingdom
5309 Posts

Walk.
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Mark

Edited by - Mark on 12/10/2006 19:15:53

allherfaces
Administrator

USA

Posted - 12/10/2006 :  19:29:47    

Oh gosh, are you taunting the rest of us to drag out our pics of Dusty's homes?

Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....
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United Kingdom
5309 Posts

quote:

Originally posted by allherfaces

Oh gosh, are you taunting the rest of us to drag out our pics of Dusty's homes?

Yes please!.....There's a picture of 'Littlehill' on Simons site, any 'Frogmill' pics anyone?

Mark

Edited by - Mark on 12/10/2006 19:35:45

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 12/10/2006 :  20:06:15    

Here's Westbourne Terrace....

Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 15/10/2006 :  20:38:07  

Here are a couple of shots of where Dusty lived in Hurley, about 15 minutes outside Henley. The first one is taken from the back showing the
communal gardens and to be honest, I don't think we were sure which house was Dusty's, it could have been one of those, or the one next doo
off picture. The other shot is taken from the front of the houses, her view down to the river.
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

Posted - 15/10/2006 :  21:20:42  

Thanks for posting Carole.....the houses at Hurley look a little unusual from the outside to say the least!
But I'm sure Dusty loved living there.....I recall a postcard for sale on E-bay within the past year from Dusty to Simon at Frogmill/Hurley as he w
cat-sitting, it may have been no. 8?.....or am I getting mixed up again.....(nothing unusual in that! )

Mark

Edited by - Mark on 15/10/2006 21:22:46

lsparks18
Little by little

USA
132 Posts

Posted - 25/10/2006 :  13:17:50  

Carole--Thanks for the photos! Always like new stuff and first time ever saw these of Hurley.

Linda

lsparks18
Little by little

USA
132 Posts

Posted - 25/10/2006 :  13:20:06  

That vine at Aubrey Walk is awsome. Took a picture of it in April '04 with no leaves and just short time later full of leaves!

Linda
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USA
384 Posts

Thank you Mark, Nancy, Carol. The one at Hurley. Marve gave me a photo of it. Teda.

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 30/10/2006 :  13:50:47    

Here are a couple more...Baker Street and Westbourne Terrace. Sorry I'm in all the pictures 

Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....
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United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Red is def your colour - crossed out- hot pink is - oh never mind - I didn't mean it anyway..

T x

Edited by - Tim on 30/10/2006 23:44:29

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 30/10/2006 :  15:00:01    

Can't believe I'm having to tell this to an artist, but that's hot pink, mah deah.

Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 30/10/2006 :  23:33:49  

The first pic...with number 113... is that door extra large or what!
It makes you look so tiny, Nancy. It must have been a challenge for little Dusty to open.
paula

Tim
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Posted - 30/10/2006 :  23:42:54    

Its my moonitah, ACTUALLY

But then Monet was visually challenged and Van Gogh had epilelpsy, so nobody's perfect..

T x

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 24/02/2007 :  19:49:53  

Had another little trip out today with my camera and took a few piccies so thought I'd add these two on :

"But I love singing... either that or I'm completely crazy."

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 24/02/2007 :  19:53:27      

oooo - Is that Dusty's house? - I can't find it  I looked in Henley a few times but I didn't know where it was.

Matt.

23 weeks; then a different country, here I come!!

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 24/02/2007 :  20:15:34  

It's not actually in Henley itself Matt, it's about 2 miles outside of it and it's easy to miss!

I took a few and have put them at the end of one of my online albums : More piccies

"But I love singing... either that or I'm completely crazy."

Edited by - goin back on 24/02/2007 20:16:23

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 24/02/2007 :  20:21:07      

Thanks! I didn't know that. Now I know not to look for it when I go to Henley, lol. Who lives in her house now??

OMG! - I just noticed I have a giant rash on my hand!

Matt.

23 weeks; then a different country, here I come!!

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 24/02/2007 :  20:30:07  

Don't know who lives there now (someone pretty well off though I'd say!) but it's a lovely house in a fairly quiet setting with nice views so whoe
owns it is very lucky even without the connection!
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Edited by - goin back on 24/02/2007 20:30:50

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 24/02/2007 :  22:53:51    

Thanks for the photos, Bev! Looks lovely.

Cor xx

DivineDusty
I’ll try anything

Australia
1066 Posts

Posted - 25/02/2007 :  14:20:31        

Such a lovely. Peaceful house.

.Divine.Dusty.

***I just decided I wanted to become someone else... So I became someone else. ***

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 25/02/2007 :  15:48:38  

Hey Bev, thanks for the great photos  

R B

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 27/04/2007 :  00:56:56  

quote:

Originally posted by daydreamer

From there she moved to 'Wellbank' in Taplow, a house that she bought rather than rented. 

Carole x

Last weekend when I went with my mate back to Henley we took a minor detour to Taplow ! All I've heard about the house there is that it wa

fairly modern so I had a scout round (with my camera which goes everywhere with me!) and the only 'Wellbank' I could find was a row of houses
one end of the village opposite the church - appropriately named St Nicolas'! 

Wondered if anyone else had been there at all or has any clue if the place I found was the right one?!?

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 27/04/2007 :  07:27:33    

I'm so glad you take us to Dusty places most of us can't go see ourselves, Bev! 

Cor xx

Gypsy Rose
Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 27/04/2007 :  20:10:48  

How handy for Dusty to live atop a Burger King!!!

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 27/04/2007 :  22:15:28    

You mean in Baker Street, Ro? Well the Taco Bell that was there before went bankrupt when she moved!! 

Cor xx

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 28/04/2007 :  00:11:10  

quote:

Originally posted by Corinna
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My pleasure! I enjoy going and visiting these places for myself and it would be a little mean of me ( ) not to share any pics with you guys w

as you say, can't get to see them for yourselves! Hopefully one day you will!! 

Are there any houses/places that haven't been visited or had photos taken? I'm happy to take more trips to hunt them down!! 

"But I love singing... either that or I'm completely crazy."

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 28/04/2007 :  06:47:26  

quote:

Originally posted by Corinna

You mean in Baker Street, Ro? Well the Taco Bell that was there before went bankrupt when she moved!! 

Cor xx

There you go Michael, that's where the "Flying Burritos" got their name

xx
Kathy

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 29/04/2007 :  20:34:59    

quote:

Originally posted by goin back

Are there any houses/places that haven't been visited or had photos taken? I'm happy to take more trips to hunt them down!! 

What about a little trip to California, Bev? 

Cor xx

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 29/04/2007 :  23:23:19  

Ooo that would be nice! 

I'm planning my little trip to Ireland soon but after that who knows where I might turn up next!!   

"But I love singing... either that or I'm completely crazy."

Edited by - goin back on 29/04/2007 23:23:58

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 30/04/2007 :  00:06:35    

Carole G can give you some tips on that Ireland trip, but first read her article on the website.

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 01/05/2007 :  00:07:54  

Read it, read it!!!! 

"But I love singing... either that or I'm completely crazy."

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 08/05/2007 :  18:02:48  

I've recetnly been reading through the corrections that Fred Perry wrote after the publication of DWD. The book mentions that Dusty moved fro
Dona Teresa to a rental in Sierra Alta Way, close to Lily Tomlin and Jane Wagner and next door to Phil Spector. Fred in his notes adds...

The neighbour on the other side was famed MGM star of the 30's and 40's, the legendary Norma Shearer, who as Dusty described it to me, could
heard falling drunk into her aftrernoon tea every day at 4pm!

Many times, whenever I was round there, at least 3 or 4 times a week, I stood on chairs, I borrowed a small stepladder, I crawled through the
bushes, but I never saw Miss Shearer...though, like Dusty, I could often hear this fluting voice coming through the henges. This same house wa
almost across the street from MGM director George Cukor's house in which grounds was a guest house that Kate Hepburn used to stay in when 
and Tracy needed to hide away for some privacy. Another co-incidence, Eden Kane lived on the other side of the street, just down the road, an
was doing very well in real estate. Small world. He and his wife and family lived almost across the road from Lily and Jane.

Carole x

"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."
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1 Posts

A few years ago a relative of mine mentioned that Dusty lived in a house with some girls just outside Hertford.

Does anyone have any info, its driving me mad.

Teda
Little by little

USA
384 Posts

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  02:43:54  

Here is a couple of photos Dusty sent to me from Hurley via Marv - man in pictures with her. I don't think anyone has seen these before. I hope
like them

Love Teda xx

Edited by - Teda on 14/05/2007 04:11:54

Jen
Little by little

Canada
175 Posts

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  04:42:18  

Hey Teda...

....thank you so much for allowing us to see these - they are really fantastic, and most appreciated!

Jen

  

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  04:47:23    

Thankyou so much for these Teda

Clare xoxo

"When you smile, i can tell we know each other very well.."

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  05:17:39  

Thanks for these photos Teda, they are great. Were these taken at Frog Mill?

xx
Kathy

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  05:21:13  

And what does Dusty have in her hand? Not a sardine, surely

xx
Kathy

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  06:27:54    

DUSTY LOOKS SO HAPPY THANKS TEDA
MARY

I only think of the day I Met Dusty and MY pains go away.IT's Great!

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  08:08:02  

They are at Frogmill Kathy and I think Dusty looks really great. I expect a few of us have walked that towpath and took pictures of that little
garden. I know I have  Nice to see them.

Carole x

"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  08:17:05  

Hope I can walk the towpath myself next year. Thanks for the info Carole.

xx
Kathy
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Australia
6508 Posts

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  08:37:34      

Absolutely beautiful - thanks so much Teda!

Poser till the bitter end wasnt she? 

LOVE MADS.

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  14:45:38    
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